
MALE DOMESTIC LONG HAIR

COOKEVILLE, TN, 38501

 

Phone: (931) 260-8018 

Call or text with any information

ADOPT CAT
A CRY FOR HELP FOR OUR FURRY FRIEND

This cat is in Tennessee. Adoption Donation $75 if picked 

up in TN.* Visit http://aarf-tn.com/adopt/cat-adoption-

application/ to apply.\n\nGorgeous Guy Gato is a 1.5-month-

old, Domestic Long Hair beauty with a sweet and gentle 

personality. Gatos foster mom tells us he adores snuggle 

time and always wants attention and affection. He is laid 

back and would make a fantastic lap cat for a home 

looking for such. Gato is content to lay around and 

sunbathe as the sun streams through the windows and to 

cuddle up on the couch beside you on rainy evenings. Gato 

would make a terrific therapy cat as his foster mom tells is 

his presence is very peaceful. His favorite thing is his 

scratch post and enjoys toys too that make sounds, but is 

perfectly pleased to be surrounded by scratch posts and 

pads. We think Gato would integrate well into a home with 

other pets and older more cat scat-savvy as he seems to 

have a very go with the flow attitude and charm. Gato 

would do best with a slow and proper introduction however 

as this will set him up for success in his new home. He 

would be a great match for an environment that is calm as 

he is, with humans that can provide him the love and 

affection he desires. Could Gato be a perfect feline 

companion for you? If youd like to learn more, apply to 

adopt or ask us more about him today!\n\n* $150 plus 

$180 transport fee for adoptions to the Northeast.

\n\nInterested in adopting? Take the first step and 

complete an adoption application on our website: http://

aarf-tn.com/adopt/adoption-apps/\n\nIf you have questions 

that are not covered in the profile, visit the Pet Inquiry 

Form: http://aarf-tn.com/contact/pet-inquiry-form/.\n\nTHIS 

PET IS FOSTERED IN TENNESSEE! We do list and adopt our 

pets nationwide. Typical transport cost to the Northeast is 

$160. Due to interstate adoption regulations, we are not 

able to adopt to RI and MA state residents.\n\nA.A.R.F. (All 

About Rescue and Fixin Inc.) http://aarf-tn.com/ is a non-

profit, 501(c)(3) no kill animal rescue organization located 

in the Upper Cumberland area of Tennessee. A.A.R.F. is 

comprised of unpaid volunteers and survives only on 

public donations. Thank you for thinking adoption first!

\n\nPrior to adoption, all canines and felines are spayed or 

neutered, have received their age appropriate 

vaccinations, have been de-wormed for common parasites, 

and have received treatment for prevention of fleas and 

ticks. All canines over the age of 6 months have been 

tested for heartworm. All canines are put on heartworm 

prevention as soon as possible - this means dogs as soon 

as they are tested negative. Puppies are put on prevention 

immediately. All felines, regardless of age, have been 

tested for Feline Leukemia/FIV. Each animal receives a 

health check by a licensed veterinarian prior to adoption. 

Anything else found will be treated by our organization 

prior to adoption.
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